
EBU Tournament Review

Event: English Riviera Date: 27.06.14 Venue: Riviera Centre, Torquay

TD's: David Jones, Marilyn Jones, Martin Lee, Robin Barker

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 34 Yes 27 No 3

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 34 Probably 25 Unlikely 4 Not 1

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require

improvement'

Excellent Improvement

38 Venue 8

36 Playing conditions 19

45 Schedule 8

45 Competition format 2

54 Directors/Organisation 1

31 Catering/refreshments 14

39 Pre-congress service 1

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 8 Earlier finish 12 Longer intervals 0

Later start 4 Later finish 1 Shorter intervals 16

Total Returns 64

Number of attendees 218

Comments

Very chilly - air-con needs adjusting x15

Car parking much too expensive x6

The timings were perfect x5

Lighting poor x4

The event is far too expensive x4

There should be free disabled parking x1

Can the EBU not afford to put up two copies of the results? x1

The EBU is killing off the game with high entry fees x1

Why do the entry fees go up 10% each year when inflation is only 2% x1

[They don't.  They went up by an average of 3% GR]

All excellent as usual x1

A dress code is needed - one player exposing large areas of stomach and 

back, wearing a too small tee shirt, rather off-putting x1

11.00 start is too early x1

The timings for each match need to be regulated x1

Would prefer two day Swiss Teams and one day Swiss Pairs x1

Would like two matches Sunday then a lunch break x1

Did not really need the announcements from TD about scores in Opatija half-way

through matches, nor the Bridgemate commercial x1


